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therapy and danger – but above all it’s about the 
transformation of a troubled everyday life.

As Lucy goes beyond the limitations of the 
addiction/rehabilitation cycle, we are drawn into 
the lives and perspectives of her therapist and her 
husband, on a journey which ends in the ultimate 
twist, the unexpected turn, that sets her free.

This is a work of heart-searing honesty that 
should be read by anybody who cares about 
human relationships. Suzanne Foxton’s debut is 
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1. The Ledge

Nightfall was remarkably quick. Jason’s heart sank at 
its effi ciency. He squinted down the road, just wide 

enough for a vehicle; carved into the side of the mountain, 
uneven, with a few places once a mile or so big enough for 
another vehicle to pass. He supposed it was originally made 
for pedestrians and donkeys, so its current width was a feat 
of necessity-driven invention and engineering. As his range 
of vision lessened by the second, he despaired of ever reach-
ing the next village. He felt a callous, insouciant Western 
fool, unschooled in this rough culture by merit of his dis-
dain. Disdain was getting its comeuppance. He hoped the 
penalty for smugness wasn’t death by misstep off the side of 
the unlit road.

He came to be there through laziness and incaution, 
however, rather than outright arrogance. His brother-in-
law’s father, a gentle but formidable old man, had warned 
him against starting his journey to the village too late in 
the day. Making arrangements for safe travel would have 
meant delays, planning, thinking. He just wanted to go, and 
go now. I’ll walk fast, he assured Ahmed; the motivation to 
beat nightfall will ensure a good cardiovascular workout. 
Ahmed shrugged benignly. Hasid, his brother-in-law, en-
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treated him to stay another night, but he defl ected the advice 
good-humoredly. Janet, his sister, who knew him (and his 
spontaneity and recalcitrance) all too well, simply wished 
him a safe journey. 

The light seeped away alarmingly and he got closer to 
the cliff wall. At last, in pitch black, he shuffl ed sideways, 
terrifi ed but methodical. He cursed himself for an idiot. He 
prayed to a nebulous deity for a car to come, fl ooding his 
narrow existence on the ledge with light, rescuing him from 
his folly, and then amended the prayer to politely request 
the car not be moving too rapidly, the sudden light of the 
headlights perhaps a prelude to a rude plunge over the edge. 
A small wedge of shame intruded; how could he have done 
something so stupid? I’m a respected doctor, he thought. My 
patients depend on me. His pride and impetuousness could 
take a toll on them all. He went over the procedures in place 
to gently inform his more delicate patients of his untimely 
demise. Right foot, shuffl e right; left foot, center. Hold the 
cliff face. Rachel, his PA, would phone them, and give im-
mediate appointments with a few trusted colleagues. A very 
few might be admitted, so potentially damaging was the sud-
den death of one’s psychiatrist and therapist, especially the 
eminent Dr. Jameson. Right foot, shuffl e right. Hold the cliff 
wall. There was no moon to aid him.

Something crumbled. His foot shifted crazily as he cau-
tiously sidestepped, there was open air under his left foot 
for a long split second; his heart raced, bathed in adrena-
line. The one endless moment before his foot hit the road 
was delicious and pants-wettingly terrifying. There was no 
thought. Anything might happen; no one controlled any-
thing; he didn’t know who he was, or remember anything 
about his life; he became the wall he scrabbled against and 
the void below. At last, his foot found solid rock underneath. 
He rested there a few minutes, leaning on the face of the 
mountain. The rocks were still warm though the air was 
now chilly. In this ridiculous place, brought there by pride 
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and overconfi dence, the proud overconfi dent doctor died, 
if only for a moment. The ascetic teachers of the East, he 
thought, advocating going to the top of the mountain to 
meditate away the ego, had it all wrong. Go to the top of the 
mountain and fall off. There lies enlightenment.

Hours later, a gentle curve gave way from utter blackness 
to dotted fi res in the valley, the light of early man, no showy 
twinkly electricity. His eyes embraced the light and he found 
he could walk relatively normally into the village, the road at 
last sloping into the valley. Here comes the white man in the 
grey salwar kameez, trying just hard enough to be native but 
knowing he’s not fooling anyone.

And he walked; the walking seemed perfection. The trib-
al bonfi res growing large were just right. His pride and ar-
rogance – to be embraced. Look no further, this is paradise, 
he thought incongruently. This wonder cannot be improved 
upon. 
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2. The Knife

Fill the sink, move the tap far left for some nice hot water, 
grab the washing-up liquid, nice big squirt, watch the 

bubbles rise. Lovely bubbles, each tiny surface a rounded 
rainbow prism. Lower the stack of plates, a plate-sized hole 
in the bubbles; they reform, hiding the ragu smears, soon 
they will be clean and worthy of the family to eat off of again. 
Gently secrete the cutlery into the water, to the left of the 
plates, an old habit. Two sharp knives stay on the side. Never 
put a sharp knife in the dishwater: too dangerous, the beau-
tiful bubbles would hide their presence, and perhaps then an 
accident, blood mingling pinkly with the diluted ragu and 
soapy water. 

The longing, the futile amorphous yearning always 
there, always intense, diluted in the hot water soaking plates 
dangerous knives beautiful bubbles. 

Wash the knives fi rst. Take up a knife, the biggest, the 
most dangerous, the most expensive, the most professional. 
Move the tap handle all the way down with the left hand; the 
sink is full. Look at the knife. 

It changes. It stays the same.
The knife is perfectly itself. It is so knifi sh; it is life, knif-

ing. Astounding. There was never a more perfect knife. It is 
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just as it should be, as everything is. And grasping the knife, 
on the fl oor crouching; yet nothing is crouching, there is 
just crouching. Boundlessness, no body, no knife, and there 
is a vision of swirling infi nite color, in space, the birth of a 
perfect rainbow galaxy, spilling into a black hole and recur-
ring, destroyed and created, winking in and out, over and 
over again, instantaneously, eternally, and timelessly. All of 
creation both here and not here. My husband comes toward 
me, says something, the words a nonsense but his concern 
registers. I assure him I’m OK in some slow exotic language, 
and the endless legs stretch back to the sink, and the knife/
bubbles/hands are just energy, they are also utterly perfect, 
yet strange and unfamiliar. The knife is washed, my husband 
is reassured, my husband is me; his little light of awareness 
mingles with my own, is my own, that sense of me-ness is 
shared, its quality and essence is exactly the same as mine, 
that sense of aloneness, specialness, differentness, is exactly 
ours. The knife is carefully placed in the drying rack, and I 
think: it’s so obvious. It’s so obvious!  This is how it’s always 
been; this is how it always is. I just couldn’t see it. I have 
been in the way of absolutely everything; and yet, I haven’t.
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3. The Meeting

An array of books, DVD’s and CD’s covered the table by 
the entrance to the church hall. Alistair picked one up; 

a book, with a mandate on the cover. You Are All You See, the 
title informed him. Am I now, he thought. He muted the 
derisive snort that was his automatic response to anything 
remotely new-agey. A couple of venerable earth mamas 
brushed past him; one caught his eye briefl y, quizzically, and 
he felt the victim of mistaken identity. He wanted to go after 
her and tell her to keep her damned looks to herself. Their 
shoes were telling; one had Birkenstocks and socks, the 
other that kind of plain black walking shoe so many middle-
aged-to-elderly women wore but which he had yet to see for 
sale in any shoe shop. He looked into the small crowd in the 
foyer, honing in on the women; not a high heel in sight. Had 
he missed the memo on appropriate dress for spiritual seek-
ers? No heels, please. Any makeup must look natural. Please 
be sparing with hair products. All clothing must be woven 
from organic hemp. The men were actually more varied, a 
few with the “I am eccentric” uniform of cravat, umbrella/
walking stick, oddly sourced suit, wavy  Brylcreemed hair. 
Alistair suppressed a second snort. He had a powerful urge 
to leave. However, he was intrigued; and he also wanted to 
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understand more about whatever life-changing phenomenon 
Lucy had gone through. So, he mentally held his virtual nose 
and marched into the hall, confi dently.

Seventy-two chairs were arranged in three elegant cres-
cents of twenty-four. One chair for the master of ceremonies 
faced the others; all were of the older standard church-issue 
folding metal variety, rather than the more modern plastic 
stacking type. Resigned to discomfort, he sat. In the front 
row he spotted some cushions on chairs saved by fl yers, 
keys, handbags and jackets. With assured speed, he rose and 
claimed one from an end chair draped with a sensible navy 
raincoat, and returned to his less prestigious seat, anchoring 
the cushion under him before anyone could protest. He had 
a childish sense of triumph; he’d gotten away with it. There 
was no way he was sitting there for 1½ hours on the Church 
of England’s best attempt at a hair shirt. He already felt a 
martyr for just showing up to such a ridiculous gathering of 
acolytes. Gentle disdain showed on his face, just enough to 
let people know he thought this was bullshit, yet that he was 
magnanimous enough to investigate it. 

Lucy seemed unchanged, except that her self-destruction 
had slipped away. And that warranted a closer look at what-
ever philosophy had made this possible. According to her, 
the guru he’d come to see was as close as any of them ever 
came to whatever it was that had happened to her. So he sat 
back, relaxed, and committed to hearing every word with as 
little preconception as he could manage.

Indeterminably later, all chairs were taken, and Alistair 
had some serious snort-suppression issues as he observed 
his immediate neighbors, eyes closed, palms on thighs, feet 
fl at on fl oor, and a simpering little “I am content” smile on 
their faces. He wondered how their nirvana would hold up if 
he rabbit-punched them. The guru entered, however, and no 
one took much notice, which surprised him. Guruji fi ddled 
with a recording mike; the fi ddling turned extravagant, 
and Alistair wondered if he was just the AV-knowledgeable 
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disciple, but no, he recognized him from the blurb portrait 
on the books. The mike was at last in place, and guru-man 
went offside to fetch a glass of water. He stood in front si-
lently for a moment, and Alistair again had an overwhelming 
urge to get the hell out of there. Finally, guru-dude spoke.

“Everything you’ve ever been looking for is right here. It 
is always with you. It’s right here, in this room.”

Oh no, thought Alistair. I have NOT been looking for 
these granola-eating, Earth-shoe-wearing meditators.

“In fact, what you have been searching for has never left 
you,” continued the master.

Oh no, thought Alistair, with mock despair. I never had 
it in the fi rst place.

Alistair then closed his eyes, sans the Mona Lisa smile 
and meditative stance. He discovered that this was like ex-
perimental theater, opera, and large boardroom meetings; 
the perfect opportunity for a nap. He drifted in twilight 
sleep, slumped on his cushion, arms crossed, until the guru-
fellow became more prominent, like a radio station in the car 
closing in on its broadcasting source.

“Whatever it is that seems to be happening, is just per-
fect,” soothed the master, and Alistair had to grudgingly 
admit that – say what you will about the guy – he had a lovely 
fruity voice, quite rich. He could do voiceovers. He could 
make car insurance sound like exactly the thing you must 
have. 

There was a pause, and Alistair, in his sleepy semi-
consciousness, was surprised by the fullness of the silence. 
Finally a disciple piped up with a question.

“Andy,” said the questioner, and Alistair was amused 
at the prosaic name. “I’ve... ” and the questioner, a woman, 
struggled with some overwhelming emotion. Alistair’s ears 
pricked up. “I’ve been struggling with this for so long. I sup-
pose I’ve come to think of it as wanting to see the truth. I 
was following Elwood Fee, you know him, I spent a lot of 
money going to see him, I read everything... and you guys 
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all say you have the answer... but it seems like you all say 
different things. I’m just... so confused... ” The disciple was 
crying. Alistair was surprised, but then he remembered Lu-
cy’s struggles with her own existential crisis; he realized he 
understood the woman’s pain. She sighed, and continued. 
“I just don’t understand how everybody who says they know 
what enlightenment is describes it so differently. How am 
I supposed to know what to believe?” Her last words were 
some of the most plaintive Alistair had ever heard. He felt 
anxious to hear the reply.

Without skipping a beat, Andy replied: “Everything, 
absolutely everything in this appearance of life, is already 
the immaculate expression of being. That includes every-
thing – no exceptions. It includes all those billions of incon-
sistencies and irresolvable dilemmas that crop up when one 
story seems to intersect another. 

There are so, so many stories!  It includes scientifi c 
outrage at the whole idea of what we’re talking about, and 
scientifi c validation by the quantum physicists. It includes 
the disparagement heaped upon various Advaita disciplines 
by various other enlightenment practices. It seems a com-
pletely chaotic bundle, a plateful of impossible choices... but 
whatever it is that seems to be happening, whatever it is, is 
perfectly and exquisitely whole. 

There is nothing you can do, except what you do; and 
there is nothing you are supposed to believe. The confusion 
you feel – there’s nothing wrong with it. There is a strong 
desire to get the story just right, and there is nothing wrong 
with that either. Despite the appearance of so many stories, 
there are no stories.

Stories need time to happen, and there is no time. In fact 
there is nothing at all, despite the appearance of vast space 
and tiny atomic activity and Fred, the nosy neighbor next 
door.” Smattering of laughter. 

“The deepest reality, the absolute source, awareness, 
oneness, whatever you care to call it, Jehoshaphat or maybe 
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even God,” gentle laughter again, “appears as all these con-
fl icting stories and thoughts and teachings. It’s the biggest 
thing in this room. It’s the only thing in this room. 

There is no need to detach, or self-inquire – like Elwood 
likes to ask you to do – or be the stillness, or know yourself 
completely, although these apparent actions can come up. 
You are already one. You are already complete. Whatever 
it is that seems to need to be done will be done. It unfolds 
fl awlessly despite the fl aws, unblemished despite the warts. 
There is no one who needs help to be this perfection; you 
are already that. Perhaps that’s the only thing you need to 
believe.”

There was another pause, and despite the surface pro-
fundity of the words just spoken, Alistair wasn’t impressed 
by the quality of the silence this time.

What a load of bollocks, he thought.
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4. The Breakdown

I   have no respite here on the sofa, in the same position, 
prone, feet up, as nearly always. It is a Herculean task to 

get up and use the toilet; each step up the stairs exhausts 
me. Eating is similarly draining; my digestive system is all 
wrong, there is pain, and any small sustenance like a yogurt 
is either vomited or goes through unchanged. A small glass 
of glucose water is all I can manage, one hopeless sip at a 
time. I feel almost nothing. Even the craving for the pills, 
the codeine that keeps me from hell, is muted. The futile, 
constant longing for death is at bay. My shame cannot be al-
lowed, so overwhelming is its power; so what’s left is a numb 
nothing.

Alistair comes in the front door, click kerchunk, and ap-
pears beside the sofa.

“I think it’s time we did something,” he says, determined 
but wary, not sure if I’ll carry on with the cover story of 
amoebic dysentery, recently acquired in Egypt, our less-
than-satisfactory summer holiday, marred by Mum’s drink-
ing and pill-taking and general mental absence. “Let’s get 
you to the hospital,” he ventures. I don’t care what happens 
anymore.

So, unable to walk, I am carried to the car, all 6 stone (80 
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pounds, 50 kilos) of me. After some indeterminate interim 
I slide into a bony chair at the hospital where a nurse takes 
my history and some blood. The game is up. The truth of 
my drug abuse comes out. Eighty-eight pills a day, in four 22 
pill dosages; 22,000mg each of paracetamol and ibuprofen to 
get to the 1200 or so mg of codeine; in the end, each pill is 
swallowed singly, then every ounce of my will is called upon 
to keep it in my body; swallow, swallow, sip of water, swal-
low swallow swallow, until the urge to vomit is overcome. I 
am a wreck. Pain radiates from my poor ulcerated stomach. 
Soon I am in a bed and hooked up to potassium, glucose and 
a blood transfusion. Alistair leaves to tell the children that 
their mother’s self-hatred has put her in hospital, although 
he probably doesn’t phrase it just that way. Ever the survivor, 
I want a book, the television, a cigarette. I get my phone and 
text another mother from the school that I can’t be where I’m 
meant to be when I’m meant to be there, doing whatever chore 
I’m meant to do. A doctor appears. “You should be dead,” he 
says. The blood work shows a hemoglobin level below that 
of what is usually a corpse. I feel great self-pity, in its fi nest, 
most loving form; a little compassion for the suffering me; 
why can’t I actually be a corpse? Why does my ridiculously 
robust body continue to live? Why does it cling to life when 
anyone else’s would have succumbed? The yearning for a 
book, the television, a cigarette is just a masked longing to die, 
a constant companionable feeling that something is missing.

I am missing. There isn’t any coherent story; it is shatter-
ing as the opiates creep from my system. There is just muted 
cacophony, jumbled sights/sounds/sensations, trouble mixed 
with guilt stirred by despair. The story of Lucy, the papery, 
fl imsy top layer, the persona, the wife/mother/production 
designer, chairperson of the PTA, able and profi cient, is re-
vealed to be just that – a story, thin as the skin of an onion; 
peeling, fl aky, brown and ugly. Everything is wrong. Even 
the brief release of sleep doesn’t come; the opiate withdrawal 
sees to that.
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Alistair comes back. We speak. There is to be no divorce. 
Again, despite my appallingly self-centered behavior, that 
of an addict in active addiction, Alistair is willing to stick 
around and see what happens. Remorse is all I feel; at least 
it’s something. Helpless, all-encompassing remorse at a be-
hemoth I can’t control. 

It isn’t long before I can wheel my drip down a long cor-
ridor, take the lift down four fl oors, wheel the drip down an 
even longer corridor, go outside into the freezing September 
sun and smoke. I am slightly elated. The hell is subsiding. It 
isn’t just the itch of the nicotine craving, scratched; it is sur-
vival. I should be dead, I think, and smile... and remember. 
How many mornings have I awakened, still alive, to impos-
sible bleakness accompanied by the thought Oh God, not 
another day to get though? How many nights before have I 
swallowed every pill in the house to be greeted in the morn-
ing, ears singing with the tinnitus of an aspirin overdose, 
to the grim sentence of another day of life? Warily, I poke 
the despair with a mental stick, the way a naturalist pokes 
a sleeping cobra. Why do I feel this way? Why do I want to 
die? Why am I in so much pain and despair? Easy enough 
to write it off as the remorse and regret of a recently clean 
addict, disgusted by their own actions, which mandate viola-
tion of the moral code. It is that, but I realize there is more. 
There’s more to it. Maybe there’s a reason I keep taking 
chemicals to subdue – well, everything, and this last time 
after seven years of being clean and sober. Maybe, as they 
say in the 12-step rooms, some secret is keeping me sick.

A layer of defense peels painfully, briskly away, like a 
barely healed scab.
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